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Simultaneous small- and wide-angle X-ray
scattering studies on the crystallization dynamics
of poly(4-methylpentene-1) from melt

Kazuki Mita1, Hiroshi Okumura1, Kazuki Kimura1, Takeharu Isaki1, Mikihito Takenaka2,3 and Toshiji Kanaya4

The crystallization process of poly(4-methylpentene-1) (P4MP1) under an isothermal condition at 227 1C was investigated by

means of simultaneous small- and wide-angle synchrotron radiation X-ray scattering. The changes in the lamella structure and

in the crystal lattice were elucidated for the first time; the thickness of the lamellae along the chain axis was constant during

crystallization, whereas the lattice constant along the a-axis changed to the most stable value. We also found that crystallization

consists of two processes and that there is an inhomogeneous structure even in the melt and in the induction period before

crystallization. These features of P4MP1 were compared with those of other polymers, and we discussed the changes in the

crystal lattices and in the lamella thickness during the crystallization process.
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INTRODUCTION

Poly(4-methylpentene-1) (P4MP1) is a crystalline polyolefin that is an
important industrial material because of its advantageous properties,
such as heat resistance (high melting temperature), light weight
(low density), release properties (low surface tension) and excellent
transparency. These properties, especially the high melting tempera-
ture and the low density, are also intriguing from a scientific point of
view. The high melting temperature corresponds to the significantly
lower entropy of fusion of P4MP1 compared with other polyolefin,1,2

and the lower entropy of fusion relates to the existence of an
inhomogeneous structure in the melt.3,4 The low density is a result
of the extraordinarily low density of the crystals. The extraordinarily
low density of the crystals is due to ‘interlocking’ of the large side
groups inside the crystals along the direction perpendicular to the
chain axis (c-axis).5

To take advantage of the properties of P4MP1, we have to control
its morphology. There are several reports on the crystal lattice
structure of P4MP1.5–21 According to these reports, P4MP1 has
four types of polymorphisms, and the most stable crystalline form,
which is often called Form I, can be obtained via crystallization from
the melt. Form I consists of helical polymer chains with a 72 helix,
and the helices form a tetragonal lattice with four chains per unit cell.
In the tetragonal lattice, interlocking is present. The lattice parameters
are a¼ b¼ 18.70 Å, c¼ 13.68 Å and a¼ b¼ g¼ 90 1.5

P4MP1 processing, such as extrusion and injection molding,
consists of crystallization from the melt, so the resulting crystal lattice
is always the tetragonal lattice that exhibits interlocking. Therefore, to
control the properties of P4MP1, we have to understand and control
the higher order structures in its hierarchy. Specifically, elucidating the
lamella structures is essential for controlling the hierarchical struc-
tures. However, there are few reports about the lamella structures
using small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS).22,23 SAXS is one of the
most effective methods for studying the lamella structures of
crystalline polymers. One of the reasons that there are few SAXS
studies on P4MP1 is that the P4MP1 crystallized from melt state has
an unusual closeness between the densities of the crystal (rc) and that
of the amorphous (ra), especially at room temperature, and this
closeness makes the SAXS intensity too weak to allow detection of the
structures. Tanigami et al.22 used static SAXS measurements to
determine that the density difference (Dr) between rc and ra
increases with temperature, which is consistent with the result
obtained by Grifith and Rånby,24 and that the SAXS intensity
increases as the sample temperature increases. Silvestre et al.23

utilized this temperature dependence of Dr and, by using SAXS at
100 1C, statically observed that the lamella structure of the samples
crystallized under several conditions. Another method for detecting
the lamella structures of P4MP1 is electron microscopy,25,26 but this
method requires the cutting, staining or replicating of the sample, so
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observations are limited to static conditions. These reports provide
important static information, but the lamella structures change
depending on the method of crystallization. Therefore, it is
necessary to dynamically explore and precisely determine the
morphological changes in the lamella structure during the
crystallization process. However, there are no reports on
the dynamic changes that occur during crystallization. Moreover,
the effects of the existence of an inhomogeneous structure in the melt
and of the interlocking of the side groups on the dynamic changes
have not been clarified. A few reports using dilatometry24 and
differential scanning calorimetry27,28 mention the time evolution of
the crystallization of P4MP1, but these methods cannot detect
structures such as lamellae directly.
In this study, the crystallization process of P4MP1 under isothermal

conditions was dynamically investigated by means of simultaneous
small- and wide-angle synchrotron radiation X-ray scattering, and we
report for the first time the crystal structure formation of P4MP1 over
a wide spatial scale from 0.1 nm to several 100 nm, which involves the
development of the lamella structure and the crystal lattice formation
in the lamellae. We also discuss how the inhomogeneous structure in
the melt and the interlocking of the side groups affect the crystal-
lization of P4MP1.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The P4MP1 used in this study is a product of Mitsui Chemicals, Inc., Chiba,

Japan (TPX) that has a weight-averaged molecular weight of Mw¼ 2.7� 105

and a polydispersity of Mw/Mn¼ 3.2, which were determined from gel

permeation chromatography to be polystyrene-equivalent values. The melting

temperature (Tm) of the P4MP1 is 240 1C, which was determined by

differential scanning calorimetry with a heating rate of 10 1Cmin–1 and is

close to the usually reported value.29,30 The equilibrium melting temperature

calculated using Hoffman–Weeks plots31 was reported as 261 1C.32 In order to

obtain a film specimen 0.5mm thick for the SAXS and wide-angle X-ray

scattering (WAXS) measurements, the P4MP1 was melt-pressed at 260 1C and

quenched by cold-pressing at 25 1C.

SAXS and WAXS measurements were simultaneously carried out using the

beamline BL03XU at SPring-8, Hyogo, Japan.33 The wavelength of the incident

X-rays was 0.1 nm. A charge-coupled device camera with an image-intensifier

and a flat panel detector were used as detectors in the SAXS and WAXS

measurements, respectively. The sample-to-detector distances of the SAXS and

WAXS measurements were 1735 and 83mm, respectively. We subtracted the

scattering intensity of an empty cell from that of the specimen by taking into

account the transmittance of X-rays through the specimen to obtain the

scattering intensity from the sample. The observed two-dimensional (2D)

SAXS and WAXS patterns were isotropic and the one-dimensional

(1D) intensities were evaluated as a function of q after a circular average of

the 2D patterns was performed. Here, q is the magnitude of the scattering

vector, q¼ (4p/l) sin (y/2), where l and y are the wavelength of the incident

X-rays and the scattering angle, respectively.

Time-resolved SAXS and WAXS measurements were performed on P4MP1

during the isothermal crystallization processes at Tf¼ 227 after a T-drop from

the melt at Ti¼ 264 1C. SAXS and WAXS measurements were also collected for

the melt state before the T-drop. The quenching process was performed as

follows: first, the specimen was placed in a sample cell34 with 12.5-mm-thick

Kapton windows and then was put in a heater block at Ti (heater block I).

After holding for 5min at Ti to erase the thermal history of the sample, the cell

was transferred into another heater block regulated at Tf (heater block II).

When the transfer of the cell was completed, the time (t) was set to zero. The

time-resolved simultaneous SAXS and WAXS measurements were started at

t¼ 47 s. The temperature in the specimen reached the measuring temperature

(¼ Tf) within B90 s after the T-drop. Time-resolved measurements were

collected every 5 s after the T-drop, and the exposure times for the SAXS and

WAXS measurements were 200 and 500ms, respectively, throughout this study.

RESULTS

First, we examined the formation of the crystal lattice detected by the
time-resolved WAXS measurements. Figure 1 shows examples of
the WAXS profiles obtained during the isothermal crystallization at
227 1C. The scattering profiles obtained for the melt state before the
T-drop and 47 s after the T-drop (t¼ 47 s) exhibit amorphous halos
composed of two broad peaks around q¼ 6 and 12nm�1 (low-q and
high-q peaks, respectively). To determine the origin of each peak, we
evaluated the change in the correlation length (l) of the amorphous
halo Dl before and after the T-drop, which is defined by Equation 1
for both the low-q and high-q peaks.

Dl¼ 2p
qm;i

� 2p
qm;f

ð1Þ

where qm,i and qm,f are the q-values at the maximum intensity of the
corresponding peaks obtained before and 47 s after the T-drop (t¼ 47 s),
respectively. The Dl values were 0.028 and 0.008 nm for the
low- and high-q peaks, respectively. The temperature dependence
of l is much larger for the low-q peak than for the high-q peak,
suggesting that the low- and high-q peaks arise primarily from inter-
and intramolecular correlations, respectively.
The scattering profile obtained at t¼ 92 s shows very weak but

sharp peaks, which correspond to the diffraction from a crystal lattice
with a tetragonal unit cell,5 although the profile still shows that the
amorphous halos have nearly the same intensity as at t¼ 47 s. After
t¼ 92 s, the intensities of the sharp diffraction peaks increased with
increasing t, whereas the intensities of the amorphous halos decreased
with increasing t, indicating that the crystal lattice retained the
tetragonal unit cell and that the volume occupied by the lattice
increases with increasing t. In the inset of Figure 1, we magnified the
diffraction peak from the (200) plane in order to see the small
changes that occur. It is clear that the peak position moves with time,
indicating a change in the size of the tetragonal unit cell. This issue

Figure 1 Time evolution of the wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) profiles

during isothermal crystallization at Tf¼227 1C. The scattering profile for the

melt at Ti¼264 1C (dashed line) is also included. Scattering profiles except

those obtained at Ti and t¼47 s were shifted vertically for clarity. In the

inset, the diffraction peak from the (200) lattice plane is enlarged.

Scattering profiles were not shifted vertically in the inset. a.u., arbitary unit.

A full color version of this figure is available at Polymer Journal online.
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will be discussed later in the Discussion section (Formation of the
crystal lattice).
Next, let us explore the changes in the long-range structures

detected by the time-resolved SAXS measurements. Figure 2 shows an
example of the time evolution of a SAXS profile during the isothermal
crystallization at 227 1C. In the figure, the increase in the SAXS
intensities accompanied by the appearance of the two peaks indicated
by the thick arrows A and B is observed, indicating that lamella
structures developed. The details will be discussed in the Discussion
section (Development of the long-range structures). Here, we com-
ment on the SAXS profile obtained before the crystal lattice formation
at t¼ 47 s (see Figure 1). In the profile, there are no peaks, whereas
the intensity in the q-range from 0.08 to 0.15 nm�1 is proportional
to q�4, corresponding to the so-called Porod’s law:35,36

IðqÞ / Drð Þ2S q� 4 expð� s2q2Þ; e¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
s ð2Þ

where I(q) is the scattering intensity, Dr is the difference in the
electron density between two phases, S is the total area of the
boundaries between the two phases in the scattering volume, and e is
the interface thickness of the boundaries. Porod’s law being exhibited
in the SAXS profile obtained at t¼ 47 s, in conjunction with the
WAXS profile obtained at t¼ 47 s in Figure 1, indicates that there are
neither crystal lattices nor lamella structures but inhomogeneous
structure with sharp interfaces with eB0. The SAXS profile for the
melt at Ti¼ 264 1C also exhibits Porod’s law, although the slope is
slightly steeper than the slope at t¼ 47 s, showing that the inhomo-
geneous structure in the melt has a slightly thicker interface than the
inhomogeneous structure at t¼ 47 s. From Equation 2, we calculated
the interface thickness e from a plot of Iq4 vs q2 to obtain e¼ 17.0 nm
for the melt. It is impossible to evaluate the size of the inhomoge-
neous structure using the present measurements because of the q-
range studied, but it is safe to assume that the inhomogeneous
structure is larger than B75nm, judging from the low-q limit
(0.08 nm�1) in the measurement.

The inhomogeneous structure observed here has so far never been
reported, but some small inhomogeneous structures in the amor-
phous state have been discussed. Wilkes et al.3 found inhomogeneity
in the amorphous state and assigned this inhomogeneity to parallel-
ordered molecular aggregates of helices with diameters of 2.1–2.2 nm.
Pratt et al.4 prepared an ultraquenched amorphous thin film
B100 nm thick for transmission electron microscopy measurements
and found a number of nodules 20–25nm in size on the surface. A
nodule is mostly likely an aggregate of the helices observed by Wilkes
et al.3 However, the inhomogeneous structure observed in this study
is much larger than those reported previously. We have no definite
conclusions to make on the inhomogeneous structure, but one
possibility is that the inhomogeneous structure is a super-aggregate
of the nodules (or molecular aggregates) reported by Wilkes et al.3

and Pratt et al.,4 resulting in fluctuations between dense and less
dense regions. We will discuss the inhomogeneous structure using
ultra-SAXS data elsewhere.

DISCUSSION

Overall crystallization
To understand the whole crystallization process, we analyzed crystal-
lization rates in terms of the invariant (Q) for SAXS and the degree of
crystallinity (fW) for WAXS, which are defined below. If a material
has the spatial variation in the electron density of r(r)¼ rh iþ Z(r),
where rh i is the average electron density and Z(r) is the amplitude
of the electron density fluctuation from rh i, the mean square of
Z(r), Z2h i, is related to the invariant Q, the total intensity from the
system, by37

Z2
� �

� Q¼ 4p
Z1
0

q2IðqÞdq: ð3Þ

Note that Q reflects all the changes that alter Z2h i. According to
Equation 3, the invariant must be calculated for the whole q-range
from 0 to infinity, but experimentally I(q) was integrated from
q¼ 0.08nm�1 to q¼ 1.0 nm�1. The truncation of the integral range
is acceptable in this study because we are interested in the develop-
ment of the lamella structure that was almost observed in the q-range
of our SAXS measurement.
In addition, to evaluate the weight fraction of the crystal, we

separated the observed WAXS intensity into the crystal and amor-
phous contributions, Ic(q) and Ia(q), respectively. In the separation
procedure, it was assumed that Ic(q) was a linear combination of
Gauss functions and that Ia(q) was a linear combination of Gauss
functions and a constant D:

IcðqÞ¼
Xi¼ 6

i¼ 1

Ai exp � q�Bi

Ci

� �2
( )" #

ð4Þ

IaðqÞ¼
Xi¼ 8

i¼ 7

Ai exp � q� Bi

Ci

� �2
( )" #

þD ð5Þ

where i¼ 1 to 6 indicates the diffraction peaks from the crystal and
i¼ 7 and 8 indicates the two broad peaks of the amorphous halo. An
example of the peak separation is shown in Figure 3 for the data
collected at 782 s. We then defined and calculated the degree of
crystallinity fW as follows:

fW ¼
R q2

q1 q
2IcðqÞ dqR q2

q1 q
2 IcðqÞþ IaðqÞð Þ dq

ð6Þ

where q1 and q2 were set to 4 and 20nm�1, respectively.

Figure 2 Time evolution of the small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) profiles

during isothermal crystallization at Tf¼227 1C. The scattering profile for the

melt at Ti¼264 1C (� ) is also included. a.u., arbitary unit.
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The time evolutions of Q and fW are shown in Figure 4. Judging
from fW, crystallization started at approximately t¼ 77 s. In the
region before t¼ 77 s, which is defined as region a, Q decreases with
increasing t, and fW remains 0. This result indicates that this time
region was the induction period before crystallization. The time
evolution of the SAXS intensity I(q) in the induction period (region a)
is shown in Figure 5 to investigate the origin of the decrease in Q. It is
clear that the scattering intensities follow Porod’s law (I(q)Bq�4)
until t¼ 72 s. According to Equation 2, the decrease in Q in region a
reflects a decrease in Dr or S. If we assume that Dr is primarily a
function of temperature, the decrease in Q indicates a decrease in S.

Both of the growth rates for Q and fW changed at t¼ 122 s, after
the crystallization started, suggesting that the crystallization mechan-
ism can be divided into two regions. The slope of fW is larger in the
region before t¼ 122 s (region b) than in the region after t¼ 122 s
(region g), showing that the crystallization occurs more rapidly in
region b than in region g. The time evolution of Q shows the same
tendency as fW, indicating that the change in Q, that is, the change in
Z2h i, is mainly brought about by the change in fW, although the slope
of Q in region b is smaller than that of fW. This difference in the
slopes between Q and fW in region b indicates that the inhomo-
geneous structure still exists and that its scattering also affects Q, at
least in region b. The increase in Q brought about by the increase in
fW is partially canceled out by the decrease in Q brought about by the
decrease in S (see Figure 5).
The two-step crystallization process in this study was similar to that

reported for other polymers, for example, poly(ethylene-co-1-octene)
(PEOc)38 and poly(ethylene oxide) (PEOx).39 In the first process of
PEOc and PEOx crystallization, the growth and impingement
of spherulites occur, and finally, the sample is filled with spherulites
composed of branching and splaying bundles of lamella and
amorphous regions between the bundles.40 The ‘bundles’ in this
study have the same meaning as the ‘fibrils’ in Figure 3 of Takenaka
et al.40 In the bundles, two-phase structures consisting of alternating
crystalline lamellae and amorphous regions are built up. In the second
process of PEOc and PEOx crystallization, new crystals are nucleated
on the bundles and grow in the amorphous regions between the
bundles.
Although the case of P4MP1 is similar to the cases of PEOc and

PEOx, we found some differences between them through Avrami
analysis.41–43 The result of our Avrami analysis is shown in Figure 6.
In the analysis, we used the normalized crystallinity X defined by:

X¼ fw

fw;1
ð7Þ

where fw;1is the value of fw at the largest t during the experiment.
We found that the Avrami constants (n’s) are close to 4.0 and to 2.0 in
the regions b and g, respectively. Although Avrami analysis was often
applied to many polymer systems to study crystallization kinetics, an
Avrami constant of n¼ 4 is not often reported; in the cases of PEOc
and PEOx, the n values are o3 in their first crystallization process

Figure 3 An example of the peak separation using Equations 4 and 5.

a.u., arbitary unit. A full color version of this figure is available at Polymer

Journal online.

Figure 4 Time evolutions of the degree of crystallinity fw and the invariant

Q, which are evaluated from the time-resolved wide-angle X-ray scattering

(WAXS) and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) profiles, respectively, during

crystallization at Tf¼227 1C. The values of Q were vertically shifted down

by multiplying by 2.1�10–6 to compare them with fw. The value of Q for
the melt state at Ti¼264 1C, Qi, is indicated by the broken line. The thick

arrows show the times t at which the data in Figures 1 and 2 were

obtained. a.u., arbitary unit. A full color version of this figure is available at

Polymer Journal online.

Figure 5 Time-resolved small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) profiles between

t¼47 s and t¼72s. Note that the data are not shifted. a.u., arbitary unit.
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and approximately 1.0 in their second crystallization process.38,39

Generally, n¼ 4 indicates three-dimensional (3D) crystal growth
with homogeneous nucleation, whereas an no3 is understood
as n-dimensional growth with heterogeneous nucleation or
m-dimensional growth with homogeneous nucleation. Here, m¼ n
�1. For the case of no3, the former is more plausible than the latter
because heterogeneous nucleation is much faster than homogeneous
nucleation. In any case, we have to think about the homogeneous
nucleation that occurs in region b for P4MP1. This nucleation could
be explained in terms of the inhomogeneous structure consisting of
dense and less dense regions. Assuming that nucleation occurs easily
in the dense region because the molecular aggregates act as self-
nucleation points, we expect a very fast homogeneous nucleation with
time in P4MP1.
The difference between the n values in region g of P4MP1 and in

the second crystallization process of PEOc and PEOx reflects the
difference in the dimensionality of the crystal growth with hetero-
geneous nucleation because the bundles act as a nucleation reagent for
both P4MP1 and the other two polymers. Hence, n¼ 2.0 for P4MP1
and n¼ 1.0 for the other two polymers indicate 2D and 1D crystal
growths from the bundles, respectively. This difference in the
dimensionality of the growth may be related to the difference in the
remaining amount of the amorphous region when region g of P4MP1
starts compared with when the second crystallization process of PEOc
and PEOx starts. Region g of P4MP1 starts at fw¼ 0.03, as shown in
Figure 4, whereas the second crystallization processes of PEOc and
PEOx start at fw¼ 0.22–0.24 and fw¼ 0.30–0.50, respectively. In the
case of P4MP1, once the melt is quenched below the crystallization
temperature, the crystallization only proceeds along the relatively
dense region of the inhomogeneous structure. Therefore, the less
dense regions of the inhomogeneous structure can remain inside and
between the spherulites at the end of region b, so P4MP1 could have a
larger amorphous region than PEOc and PEOx. This difference in the
volume of the amorphous region may allow P4MP1 to crystallize in a
higher spatial dimension than the other two polymers.

Development of the long-range structures
In this section, we discuss how the lamella structures develop. As
shown in Figure 2, the SAXS profiles, except for the induction period

(region a), exhibit the two peaks indicated by the thick arrows A and
B. The q-values at the maximum intensities of the peaks A and B are
qAB0.16nm�1 and qBB0.32nm�1 at t¼ 782 s, and the ratio qA:qB is
1:2 and does not change during the measurement. This result suggests
that peak B is a second order peak of peak A. However, there is the
other possibility that two types of lamella structures having different
long periods exist in the system. To determine whether peak B is a
second order peak of peak A, we evaluated the time evolution of the
integrated intensities (IA and IB) of peaks of A and B, defined by
Equation 8:

Ii ¼
R

q2
q1
q2IðqÞdqR q2
q1 dq

ð8Þ

where i¼A or B and q1 and q2 are 0.08 nm�1 and 0.25nm�1 or
0.30nm�1 and 0.60nm�1 for peaks A and B, respectively. We
subtracted the amorphous contribution at t¼ 72 s from IA and IB
to evaluate the growth of the intensities because of the crystallization.
So we defined Equation 9:

DIi ¼ Ii � Ii;t¼ 72s ð9Þ

where Ii;t¼ 72s is Ii at t¼ 72 s. DIA and DIB are plotted as a function
of t in Figure 7. In the figure, DIA and DIB overlapped well with each
other. We conclude that peak B is the second order peak of peak A, in
agreement with the result of the q-ratio as mentioned above, showing
that the lamella structures are well ordered.
We then evaluated the time evolution of the lamella thickness (dc)

and the long period (dac) by calculating the 1D electron density
correlation function k(z) developed by Strobl.44 Here, z indicates the
distance in real space. In this calculation, it is assumed that a sample
consists of an ensemble of isotropically packed stacks of parallel
lamellae and that both the normal and lateral dimensions of these
stacks are large compared with the interlamellar distance. In this case,
the correlation function k(z) is related to the electron density
distribution along the normal of the lamellar surface in a stack.
Thus, the k(z) function can be expressed by the scattering intensity

Figure 6 Avrami plot with respect to the normalized crystallinity X defined

by Equation 7.

Figure 7 Time evolutions of DIA and DIB, which are the integrated

intensities of peaks A and B (see Figure 2), as defined by Equation 9. The

values of DIB were vertically shifted up by multiplying by 9.0 to compare

with DIA. a.u., arbitary unit.
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I(q) as follows:

kðzÞ¼
R 1

0 q2IðqÞ cos qz dqR 1
0 q2IðqÞ dq ð10Þ

experimentally integrated from q¼ 0.08nm�1 to q¼ 0.30nm�1.
As there is not enough intensity in the q-region above 0.30 nm�1

to calculate k(z) without error, we set the upper limit of the
integration at 0.30nm�1. Hence, the information from peak B is
missing, but this is not that important because peak B is the second
order peak of peak A, as already discussed. Therefore, our
experimental integral range is acceptable for the same reason
mentioned for Q. An example of the calculated k(z) is shown for
t¼ 782 s in Figure 8, and we can evaluate dc and dac. The obtained dc
and dac are plotted as functions of the time t in Figure 9. As shown in
the figure, dac decreases with increasing t, mainly in region b,
indicating that new lamellae were formed not only in the amorphous
region between the bundles but also in the amorphous region
between the existing lamellae in the bundles. On the other
hand, dc is constant throughout the whole crystallization process.
This result is quite different from the polyethylene result. In the case
of polyethylene,45,46 a continuous increase in dc occurs, and the
thickening of the lamella is explained by the existence of the
ac–process, which corresponds to longitudinal chain diffusion
inside the crystals.47 In the case of syndiotactic polypropylene,48 on
the other hand, lamella thickening does not occur, which is
explained by the ac–process not occurring in syndiotactic
polypropylene.49 Our result on P4MP1 is the same as that for
syndiotactic polypropylene. These results may indicate that,
in the case of P4MP1, the longitudinal chain diffusion inside the
crystals is depressed by the interlocking of the side groups and thus did
not occur in our experiment. Note that the ac–process and the
thickening of the lamella for P4MP1 were observed under non-
isothermal conditions; relaxation just below the melting point was
observed by measurements of the dynamic viscoelasticity from –150
to 200 1C50 and an increase in lamella thickness was observed when
samples prepared at a temperature T1 were annealed at another
temperature T2.

23,26 Here, T1oT2. In these cases, no one can
completely deny the possibility of a melt and re-crystallization,
which is the other possible process in addition to thickening.
However, for the purpose of discussion, we assume that the
ac–process and thickening occurred in these cases. According to the
so-called Gibbs–Thomson equation,51 dc becomes larger as Tm
becomes larger. Therefore, T1oT2 indicates that there is a
thermodynamic driving force behind thickening, which may be
necessary for the longitudinal chain diffusion of P4MP1. In our
experiment, the temperature was changed from Ti to Tf directly and
the crystallization process was observed at Tf; therefore, our
experiment corresponds to the case of T1¼T2, where there is no
thermodynamic driving force for thickening.

Formation of the crystal lattice
We now explore the changes in the size of the tetragonal unit cell,
which was briefly pointed out in the Results section. The lattice
constant a calculated from the (200) diffraction peak and the half-
width at half-maximum (s) of the peak are plotted as functions of
t in Figure 10. Here, we note that we could not evaluate the lattice
constant c of the c-axis in this study because the (007) diffraction
peak, which is most strong among the diffraction peaks from the
lattice planes that are perpendicular to c-axis,5 was out of the q-range
of our measurement, and the diffraction peaks that were in the
q-range of our measurement and have information about c-axis

Figure 8 An example of a one-dimensional electron density correlation

function k(z) defined by Equation 10. dc and dac are obtained as z-values at

the heads of the arrows indexed by dc and dac, respectively.

Figure 9 Time evolutions of the thickness of the lamella dc and the long

period dac during crystallization at Tf¼227 1C.

Figure 10 Time evolutions of the lattice constant a and the half-width at

half-maximum s of the (200) diffraction peak during crystallization

at Tf¼227 1C.
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were too weak or overlap too much with other peaks to enable the
evaluation of the lattice constant c. As shown in Figure 10, a and s
decreased with increasing t, indicating that the initial formation of the
crystal lattice occurred under kinetic control, and then the crystal
lattice changed to the more stable state. The changes were more rapid
in region b than in region g. The same type of change reported for
P4MP1 was reported for PEOc.38 In the case of PEOc, the side groups
in the 1-octene unit (0.21mol%) behaved as defects, and the
stabilization of the crystals via removal of the defects results in
decreases in the lattice constants a and b and in the width of the
diffraction peaks. In the case of P4MP1, on the other hand, the side
groups of the helical chains were not defects. Kusanagi et al.5 studied
the crystal structure of P4MP1 using WAXS data, as well as an energy
calculation, and determined that the side groups are interlocked with
each other in the plane perpendicular to the c-axis. Refining the
structure by calculating the energy of the crystal lattice, taking into
account the intra- and intermolecular interactions, they found that in
the most stable crystal structure, the rotational angles of the C–C
bond in the side group were distorted and distributed over a wide
range because of side group interlocking. The distortion increases the
side group energy but reduces the distance between the backbone
chains, resulting in a reduction in the total crystal energy. We expect
that the rotational angles of the C–C bond in the side groups were not
distorted just after crystal formation from the melt. But during the
stabilization process (region b in Figure 10), the rotational angles
were distorted, leading to a reduction in the lattice constant of the
a-axis. Note that a reduction in the lattice constant c of the c-axis
could not have occurred during the stabilization process because the
lamella thickness dc did not change (see Figure 9), which suggests that
the interlocking and distortion of the side groups are not related to
the c-axis.

CONCLUSION

We studied the crystallization process of P4MP1 under an isothermal
condition at 227 1C using time-resolved simultaneous SAXS and
WAXS measurements and found that the crystallization process
consisted of a first process (region b) and a second process (region g).
From the Avrami analysis, we expected 3D crystal growth with
homogeneous nucleation in region b and 2D growth with hetero-
geneous nucleation from the bundles in region g. The homogeneous
nucleation in region b is explained by the inhomogeneous structure
observed in the SAXS data in the melt, and the 2D growth in region g,
which was larger than the growth dimensionality in the second
crystallization process of other polymers (PEOc and PEOx), was
assigned to the large amount of remaining amorphous region when
region g started.
During the crystallization, especially in region b, it was found that

the lattice constant a and the half-width at half-maximum (s) of the
peak decreased with the annealing time, whereas the thickness of
the lamella dc remained constant. These features are explained by the
interlocking between the side groups. The rotational angles in the
interlocked side groups are distorted during crystallization, reducing
the lattice constant a, whereas the interlocking inhibits the long-
itudinal chain diffusion along the chain axis, keeping the lamella
thickness unchanged.
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